OU OKs Girl-Boy Dormitory Visits

Regulation Applies To Only 3 New Buildings

By STEVE DOWD

NORMAN - At the University of Oklahoma, girls will be allowed to visit in the dormitory rooms of male students this fall, but only in the three dormitories which are new buildings. It was decided to allow mixed dormitories in the new dormitories as a means of experimentation and to see if the policy would be successful. If it is successful, the policy may be extended to other dormitories.

CoupleMulti了oungs new dormitories on campus, will allow the possibility of visiting the large spaces on each floor of the dormitory and coming up to a room to visit.
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Weather Word

One of the next 50 drivers coming your way is drunk.

Firemen's union demands a return to coal-shovel work rules.

It's featherbedding...

and would cost you plenty!

There's no need for a fireman on freight and yard crews. Not since the steam age. There's no coal for him to shovel, no idea for him to mine. With both engines and locomotives in the cab of a road locomotive, there are no boilermakers for a third man to perform. A fireman would no more perform these duties than an insurance salesman would prepare a line of firewood.

There are some who say it's featherbedding. They encroach on road crews, they encroach on road crews, they encroach on road crews. They encroach on road crews, they encroach on road crews.

And railroadmen get a green light to eliminate the unnecessary excess jobs on freight and yard crews. Yes, but we need protection. We need protection to get adequate revenue. We need protection to get adequate revenue. We need protection to get adequate revenue. We need protection to get adequate revenue.

American Railroads

Washington, D.C.

There must be a stop to featherbedding.
Anti-Riot Bill Passed, Foes Cry Gestapo Plan

Some Call It Anarchy— ill Young Radicals, Who Are They?

Initial Road Hassle Witness Faces Senate Probers Today
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Lake Recreation Plan Voted, But Shore Being Gobbled Up

Senate OKs Measure Boosting OEA Power

In Quiet Dignity Boris Karloff Dies As He Really Lived

Value Showdown: $147.00 less than last year's Camaro with comparable equipment.
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Value Showdown:
'Canterbury' Play Bawdy But Honest

A new off-broadway show, "Canterbury," written by Don Taylor and directed by George Roy Hill, opened in New York City last week.

The play is an adaptation of the classic Geoffrey Chaucer romance, "The Canterbury Tales," and features a cast of eight characters who tell their stories as they travel on a pilgrimage to Canterbury Cathedral.

The story opens with the Prologue, where Chaucer introduces the pilgrims and explains the purpose of their journey.

In the second scene, the pilgrims arrive at a tavern where they are greeted by a group of nineeccentors. The hosts of the tavern, a group of seven noblemen and two monks, are met with hostility by the pilgrims.

The play continues with the pilgrims telling their tales, which range from humorous to serious, and from the light-hearted to the erotic.

Hunt For Prison Escapees Fruitless

Officials of the Oklahoma Department of Corrections have been searching for two escaped inmates for the past week, but have been unsuccessful in their efforts.

The inmates, John Brown and James Johnson, escaped from the Oklahoma State Penitentiary last week.

Both Brown and Johnson are serving sentences for armed robbery and are considered dangerous and likely to re-offend.

Dead Infant's Identity Sought

The Oklahoma State Medical Examiner's Office is seeking the identity of an infant found deceased in a shallow grave near a rural road.

The infant is believed to be a male and is estimated to be around one year old.

The Medical Examiner's Office is asking anyone with information about the infant to contact them immediately.

Business Review

Predicts Unlimited Use Of Glass In Future Years

A recent report by the Business Review predicts that the use of glass in various industries will continue to grow in the coming years.

The report cites the increasing demand for energy efficiency and sustainability as driving factors for the growth in glass usage.

The report also notes that advancements in glass production technology have made it possible to create stronger and more durable glass products.

Housewives Can't Compete With Skill Of Master Baker

In a recent article, the Business Review highlighted the skill and craftsmanship of a master baker who has been at the forefront of the baking industry for decades.

The article notes that the baker's ability to create delicious and unique baked goods has inspired many other bakers to pursue their craft.

The article concludes that, despite the increased competition among bakers, the master baker's skills remain unmatched.
**Iraq’s Atrocious Actions**

The ongoing violence in Iraq is a tragic and pressing issue.

**The PEOPLE’S Voice**

**Mixed Up**

William F. Buckley

**Thanks**

Virginia Payette

**Ho-Hum Skyjacking**

Billy Graham

**Quote**

"A wise man once said: 'Forty years from now, no one will remember how many times I was right and wrong. But they'll remember how often I cut my hair.'" - Pablo Picasso
Lombardi Requests Release From Packers

DENVER, COLO. (AP) - Bart Starr and Lombardi have agreed to a settlement that will end the lawsuit brought by the former quarterback and coach. Lombardi's attorney, David Brodsky, said he and the former Packers coach had reached an agreement that would settle the lawsuit filed by Lombardi against the team in December.

The lawsuit was filed by Lombardi, who was seeking compensation for injuries he sustained during his career. Lombardi's attorney, David Brodsky, said the agreement would provide compensation for Lombardi's injuries.

Brodsky said that Lombardi would also receive a job with the team.

"We believe that this agreement is fair and reasonable," said Brodsky. "We are pleased that we have been able to come to an agreement that will provide compensation for Lombardi's injuries and give him a job with the team."
Mat Teams Near Tournament Time

Tom Wright

K-State Pins Buffs Win 74-56 Loss On Saluki

Mathis Mauls Chuvalo
"Decisions... Decisions..."

IF WE'RE MAKING IT HARDER TO CHOOSE...
THE LOW, LOW PRICE SHOULD MAKE IT EASIER!

You won't get a better bargain. So, you look in the Oklahoma Journal to find Evans' advertisement that might tell you what we have to offer. You see these beautiful bedroom arrangements, so wonderful, so price! You make your choice carefully and get the price right. And you find that these are completed installations of the way you want it - Standard mattress and box springs, all the way up through the Gold Spec.

Here's all you have to do - decide which you want! Maybe... the beautiful Indian style in the Cyclone Group. It needs to be something like this. Maybe... oh, look! The Contemporary Group, that looks just like the ones you priced in another furniture store, at a much higher cost. How could you pass up something like that? How could you resist... what's that Spanish... and for a price. Which one should you choose?

There is a choice, there is a choice. And when you choose, you can choose. An Evans consultant will guide you in selecting the bedroom suite that best suits your needs and budget. And in no time, you'll be in love with your new suite. We start with our assistance, and the low price, you'll have no trouble selecting the bedroom collection of your dreams.

Four Great Names...
Bassett-Evans-Simmons-Kent- Coffey

He's A Believer!
Saucer Shot Brings State Youth $1,000

Alv Naftel's sensational lifetime prize of a flying saucer is now on exhibition. The 20-year-old youth from Clarksdale, Miss., is the first man to win the prize.

Alv Naftel was one of the first men to fly a saucer in the United States, and he has been flying since he was a boy. He is a member of the Flying Saucer Club of America and has been flying since the age of nine. He is now 20 years old and has been flying for 12 years.

Alv Naftel was one of the first men to fly a saucer in the United States, and he has been flying since he was a boy. He is a member of the Flying Saucer Club of America and has been flying since the age of nine. He is now 20 years old and has been flying for 12 years.

Swee-Or-Shorty Helps Pursue Dreams

Swee-Or-Shorty, the famous flying saucer, is now on exhibition in the United States. He is a member of the Flying Saucer Club of America and has been flying since the age of nine. He is now 20 years old and has been flying for 12 years.